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The enterprise revenue of most incumbent telecoms operators in high-income countries fell between 2015 and 

2016, despite the increasing importance of connectivity for many firms. Most operators are widening their 

portfolios and providing a broader range of IT services (such as security and cloud) to offset this decline, with 

some success so far. This article examines the financial performance of operators’ enterprise divisions in 

developed markets and the strategies that operators are adopting to improve results. 

Telecoms operators’ enterprise revenue streams are under 

pressure 

Figure 1: Growth of telecoms operators’ enterprise revenue, 2015–20161 

 

The enterprise revenue of large operators in developed countries fell by an average of more than 2% in 2016 

compared to 2015 (Figure 1). Financial reports for these companies point to three common causes for this 

decline. 

• Intense price pressure. The market for basic services (such as broadband) is either already saturated or 

approaching saturation and strong differentiators are rare, which has led to strong price competition. 

European operators also face regulatory pressure to limit roaming and termination rates. Mobile ARPUs for 

                                                           
1 Growth rates calculated using raw quarterly data. Results may vary depending on the accounting standards operators have used to 

provide comparable or organic annual figures. 
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enterprise contracts fell by an average of 4.6% year-on-year in 4Q 2016 among those operators that report 

this statistic. Several operators also reported large public and enterprise contract losses. 

• Product bundling. Some operators are proactively migrating enterprise customers to discounted converged 

bundles to counter potential churn. KPN appears to have followed this approach: its number of small and 

medium-sized enterprise (SME) customers on fixed–mobile packages increased substantially from 58 000 

in 4Q 2015 to over 300 000 in 4Q 2016. Swisscom took a similar approach, increasing the total number of 

SMEs on bundles by 20% over the same period. Discounted bundles can be effective at countering churn, 

but can impact revenue due to reduced ARPU. Swisscom’s 20% increase in bundled subscriptions was 

accompanied by a corresponding 8% decrease in bundle ARPU.    

• Product substitution. Adoption of alternatives to traditional services (for example, unified 

communications solutions, such as Skype for Business, replacing traditional fixed voice minutes) is having 

a strong impact on operators’ traditional revenue streams, with revenue from fixed voice calls suffering the 

largest decline. Ofcom reported that fixed voice minutes in the UK declined by 11% from 3Q 2015 to 3Q 

2016. 

Operators are trying to increase revenue with advanced ICT 

portfolios, boosted by strategic acquisitions 

Figure 2: ICT revenue as a percentage of total enterprise revenue by operator, 2015–2016 

 

Not all operators report ICT revenue, but those that do are seeing an increase in its share of their total enterprise 

revenue. The services that operators categorise as ICT vary, but this segment is principally composed of services 

such as cloud and security, which go beyond operators’ traditional voice and data connectivity products. ICT 

revenue increased by an average of almost 6% between 2015 and 2016 (Figure 2). Growth in ICT revenue more 

than offset declines in other enterprise revenue streams for Proximus and Singtel, and growth in ICT revenue 

partially mitigated other operators’ losses. Operators with robust ICT portfolios are also reporting the strongest 

overall enterprise revenue – AT&T, Orange, Singtel and Swisscom all performed better than the average. 
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Acquisitions have been key to growing ICT revenue. Singtel bought Trustwave, a cyber security company, in 

September 2015. Singtel’s security revenue increased 10% from 4Q 2015 to 4Q 2016 and accounted for 15% of 

its ICT revenue in 4Q 2016 as a result. Singtel has since expanded its security services to Japan (in conjunction 

with a Japanese systems integration company, TIS Inc) and launched a new data centre in Singapore (DC West) 

to meet increased demand. Other operators also made strategic acquisitions to bolster their ICT credentials in 

2016. TDC acquired two cloud-based companies, Adactit and Cirque, to improve its Microsoft Office and 

Skype for Business offerings, respectively. KPN acquired DearBytes to improve its security capabilities. 

Opportunities to develop new revenue streams do exist 

The key factors affecting enterprise revenue in 2017 will be whether strong price competition for traditional 

services continues and the extent to which product substitution erodes usage of these services. Our recent survey 

of 1600 enterprises showed that only 21% of SMEs and 45% of large enterprises use unified communications 

services, which indicates that there is potential for much higher penetration. The survey also showed that 9% of 

SMEs and 11% of large enterprises are considering purchasing new cloud services in the next six months. 

Opportunities for operators to develop new revenue streams do exist, if they can successfully position 

themselves to win them. 


